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The SAGE Handbook of Propaganda Paul Baines 2019-11-25 The
SAGE Handbook of Propaganda tells a radical new story about
propaganda, fake news and information warfare and their toxic impact on
the communications revolution of the past twenty years. It explains how
propaganda invades the human psyche, in what ways it does so, and in
what contexts. As a beguiling tool of political persuasion in times of war,
peace, and uncertainty, propaganda incites people to take, often violent,
action, consciously or unconsciously. This pervasive inﬂuence is
particularly prevalent in world politics and international relations today. In
this interdisciplinary Handbook, the editors have gathered together a
group of world-class scholars from Europe, America, Asia, and the Middle
East, to discuss leadership propaganda, war propaganda, propaganda for
peace marketing, propaganda as a psychological tool, terror-enhanced
propaganda, and the contemporary topics of internet-mediated
propaganda. This is the ﬁrst book of its kind, shedding a harsh new light
on many current forms and processes ranging from Islamist and Far Right,
troll farms and fake news institutes, to the more salient everyday
manipulative practices of corporations and brands as well as political
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parties. In its four parts, the Handbook oﬀers researchers and academics
of propaganda studies, peace and conﬂict studies, media and
communication studies, political science and governance marketing, as
well as intelligence and law enforcement communities, a comprehensive
overview of the tools and context of the development and evolution of
propaganda from the twentieth century to the present: Part One:
Concepts, Precepts and Techniques in Propaganda Research Part Two:
Methodological Approaches in Propaganda Research Part Three: Tools and
Techniques in Counter-Propaganda Research Part Four: Propaganda in
Context
A hand-book for travellers in Devon & Cornwall [by T.C. Paris].
Thomas Clifton Paris 1865
Data and Goliath: The Hidden Battles to Collect Your Data and
Control Your World Bruce Schneier 2015-03-02 “Bruce Schneier’s
amazing book is the best overview of privacy and security ever
written.”—Clay Shirky “Bruce Schneier’s amazing book is the best
overview of privacy and security ever written.”—Clay Shirky Your cell
phone provider tracks your location and knows who’s with you. Your
online and in-store purchasing patterns are recorded, and reveal if you're
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unemployed, sick, or pregnant. Your e-mails and texts expose your
intimate and casual friends. Google knows what you’re thinking because it
saves your private searches. Facebook can determine your sexual
orientation without you ever mentioning it. The powers that surveil us do
more than simply store this information. Corporations use surveillance to
manipulate not only the news articles and advertisements we each see,
but also the prices we’re oﬀered. Governments use surveillance to
discriminate, censor, chill free speech, and put people in danger
worldwide. And both sides share this information with each other or, even
worse, lose it to cybercriminals in huge data breaches. Much of this is
voluntary: we cooperate with corporate surveillance because it promises
us convenience, and we submit to government surveillance because it
promises us protection. The result is a mass surveillance society of our
own making. But have we given up more than we’ve gained? In Data and
Goliath, security expert Bruce Schneier oﬀers another path, one that
values both security and privacy. He brings his bestseller up-to-date with
a new preface covering the latest developments, and then shows us
exactly what we can do to reform government surveillance programs,
shake up surveillance-based business models, and protect our individual
privacy. You'll never look at your phone, your computer, your credit cards,
or even your car in the same way again.
The English Catalogue of Books [annual] 1922 Vols. for 1898-1968
include a directory of publishers.
Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps 1999
Great Battles: The Battle of Alamein Colin Smith 2011-12-01 Penguin
Specials are designed to ﬁll a gap. Written to be read over a long
commute or a short journey, they are original and exclusively in digital
form. In this Special, Colin Smith and John Bierman make the battle of
Alamein come alive. A turning point in the Second World War, the battle of
El Alamein was the culmination of a military campaign like no other.
Fought across desolate arid terrain, the brutal ﬁghting was matched by a
camaraderie and respect between enemies as witnessed in no other
theatre of war. Combining gritty personal testimonies with thorough
journalistic investigation, John Bierman and Colin Smith present a
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compelling account of a ferocious but compassionate battle and a journey
through the unforgiving North African landscape.
Gower Handbook of Internal Communication Marc Wright 2016-04-22 A
comprehensive guide to managing communication within organizations,
the Handbook recognises Internal Communication's continued growth as a
management discipline. It is aimed at leaders who want insight into IC
techniques for use in both day-to-day operational and change situations,
for example, and also at the communication specialist seeking shared
wisdom and new ideas. Early chapters examine changes in the strategic
context in which today's IC departments are operating. These include
organizations' increasing need for innovation and responsiveness in a
superfast changing environment; employees' increasing assertion of
rights and personal requirements at work; management's increasing
recognition of the importance of corporate reputation/brand value,
particularly how to sustain and extend it; and ﬁnally, the eﬀects on work
and management patterns of digital communication. Step-by-step guides
introduce you to creating IC strategies and to carrying out research and
measurement.
Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomics in Health Care and Patient
Safety, Second Edition Pascale Carayon 2011-11-09 The ﬁrst edition of
Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomics in Health Care and Patient
Safety took the medical and ergonomics communities by storm with indepth coverage of human factors and ergonomics research, concepts,
theories, models, methods, and interventions and how they can be
applied in health care. Other books focus on particular human factors and
ergonomics issues such as human error or design of medical devices or a
speciﬁc application such as emergency medicine. This book draws on both
areas to provide a compendium of human factors and ergonomics issues
relevant to health care and patient safety. The second edition takes a
more practical approach with coverage of methods, interventions, and
applications and a greater range of domains such as medication safety,
surgery, anesthesia, and infection prevention. New topics include: work
schedules error recovery telemedicine workﬂow analysis simulation health
information technology development and design patient safety
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management Reﬂecting developments and advances in the ﬁve years
since the ﬁrst edition, the book explores medical technology and
telemedicine and puts a special emphasis on the contributions of human
factors and ergonomics to the improvement of patient safety and quality
of care. In order to take patient safety to the next level, collaboration
between human factors professionals and health care providers must
occur. This book brings both groups closer to achieving that goal.
To Defeat the Few Douglas C. Dildy 2020-07-09 Over the past 80 years,
histories of the Battle of Britain have consistently portrayed the feats of
'The Few' (as they were immortalized in Churchill's famous speech) as
being responsible for the RAF's victory in the epic battle. However, this is
only part of the story. The results of an air campaign cannot be measured
in terms of territory captured, cities occupied or armies defeated, routed
or annihilated. Successful air campaigns are those that achieve their
intended aims or stated objectives. Victory in the Battle of Britain was
determined by whether the Luftwaﬀe achieved its objectives. The
Luftwaﬀe, of course, did not, and this detailed and rigorous study explains
why. Analysing the battle in its entirety in the context of what it was –
history's ﬁrst independent oﬀensive counter-air campaign against the
world's ﬁrst integrated air defence system – Douglas C. Dildy and Paul F.
Crickmore set out to re-examine this remarkable conﬂict. Presenting the
events of the Battle of Britain in the context of the Luftwaﬀe's campaign
and RAF Fighter Command's battles against it, this title is a new and
innovative history of the battle that kept alive the Allies' chances of
defeating Nazi Germany.
Manual of Deﬁnitive Surgical Trauma Care, Fifth Edition Kenneth David
Boﬀard 2019-05-22 Developed for the International Association for
Trauma Surgery and Intensive Care (IATSIC), the Manual of Deﬁnitive
Surgical Trauma Care 5e is ideal for training all surgeons who encounter
major surgical trauma on an infrequent basis. This new edition includes
both an e-version, and also a microSD card containing over 20 operative
videos. The increasing role of non-operative management (NOM) has been
recognised, and the Military Module is substantially updated to reﬂect
recent conﬂict experience. An expanded section highlights trauma
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management under austere conditions.Written by faculty who teach the
DSTC Course, this deﬁnitive and well established book focuses on lifesaving surgical techniques to use in challenging and unfamiliar incidents
of trauma.
The English Catalogue of Books Sampson Low 1966 Vols. for
1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.
The Imjin and Kapyong Battles, Korea, 1951 S. P. Mackenzie 2013 The
sacriﬁce of the "Glorious Glosters" in defense of the Imjin River line and
the hilltop ﬁghts of Australian and Canadian battalions in the Kapyong
Valley have achieved greater renown in those nations than any other
military action since World War II. This book is the ﬁrst to compare in
depth what happened and why. Using oﬃcial and unoﬃcial source
material ranging from personal interviews to war diaries, this study seeks
to disentangle the mythology surrounding both battles and explain why
events unfolded as they did. Based on thorough familiarity with all
available sources, many not previously utilized, it sheds new light on
ﬁghting "the forgotten war."
Combat Anesthesia: The First 24 Hours Peter F. Mahoney 2017-07-26
Developed by UK and US anesthetists with extensive experience in
theater, this book describes the latest anesthesia techniques, practices,
and equipment used in current combat and humanitarian operations.
Includes chapters on topics such as injuries and physiology, team
members, protocols, vascular access, airway management, burns,
imaging, pain management and medications, regional anesthesia,
ventilation, and postoperative management.
Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomics in Health Care and
Patient Safety Pascale Carayon 2006-09-08 A complete resource, this
handbook presents current knowledge on concepts and methods of
human factors and ergonomics, and their applications to help improve
quality, safety, eﬃciency, and eﬀectiveness in patient care. It provides
speciﬁc information on how to analyze medical errors with the
fundamental goal to reduce such errors and the harm that potentially
ensues. Editor Pascale Carayon and an impressive group of contributors
highlight important issues relevant to healthcare providers and
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professionals and their employers. They discuss the design of work
environments and working conditions to improve satisfaction and wellbeing, and the reduction of burnout and other ailments often experienced
by healthcare providers and professionals. It is a remarkably
comprehensive account oﬀering readers invaluable knowledge from
individuals who are some of the most respected in the ﬁeld.
Penetrating Trauma George C. Velmahos 2011-09-28 Surgery needs
skill. Skill needs knowledge. Knowledge of tricks, moves, and tools. This
book is about such knowledge. Expert authors have contributed technical
pearls, gained by years of experience. The short “how-I-do-it” chapters
oﬀer the reader a quick and eﬀective guide that will be invaluable when
addressing any penetrating injury. The book is not intended to serve as a
comprehensive volume of pathophysiology and management in trauma;
rather the goal is to provide practical solutions on how to treat injuries
surgically. It describes the steps that you must take when, in the middle
of the night, confronted with devastating bleeding, you will have only one
chance to save a life!
The English Catalogue of Books ... Sampson Low 1905
Managing Obstetric Emergencies and Trauma Kate Grady 2007-03 The
Managing Obstetric Emergencies and Trauma (MOET) course teaches the
practical skills and procedures needed to save the mother and fetus in
life-threatening circumstances. The course includes lectures, skills
stations and workshops covering: resuscitation of the mother and
newborn, including cardiopulmonary resuscitation, amniotic ﬂuid
embolism, pulmonary embolism and airway management; trauma,
including shock, spine and spinal cord injuries and musculoskeletal
trauma; obstetric emergencies, including pre-eclampsia and eclampsia,
shoulder dystocia, umbilical cord prolapse and anaesthetic emergencies;
and triage and transfer. The Manual provides readers with a structured
preparation and revision system for the course. It provides essential
anatomical, physiological and pathological information which the authors
use to explain basic logical principles of resuscitation and treatment.
Based on sound principles, this comprehensive handbook is easy to read
and provides useful practical advice and management plans, and will be
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of use to all those working in obstetrics as well as to course delegates.
Men of Armor, Part One: Beginnings, North Africa, and Italy, Part I Jeﬀ
Danby 2021-07-31 With the tankers of B Company, 756th Tank Battalion,
in their Sherman tanks as they ﬁght from the stalemate of Cassino
through to the stunning capture of Rome. Finalist, 2021 Army Historical
Foundation Distinguished Writing Awards After the shocking fall of France
in June 1940, the U.S. Army embarked on a crash program to establish a
new armored force. One of the units formed was the 756th Tank Battalion
(Light), activated at Fort Lewis in June 1941. Because of severe equipment
shortages, the new battalion trained without tanks for several months, but
by early 1942 were equipped with new M3 light tanks. While companies A
and C took part in Operation Torch, B was withheld for lack of cargo space
in the transport ships and rejoined the battalion two months later in north
Africa. The units undertook reconnaissance missions following the
landings in Salerno. In December 1943 the battalion was ordered to
upgrade to a medium tank (Sherman) unit. Given less than a month to
reorganize and train in M4s, the battalion was sent into the Mignano Gap
on January 11, 1944 and supported the 34th Infantry Division in the
capture of Cervaro and Monte Trocchio. Later in January, B Company
supported the troops of the 100th Battalion on bloody but ill-fated
attempts to cross the Rapido river – ﬁnally at the third attempt the
battalion established a secure bridgehead across the Rapido. During the
next two days the nearby town of Caira was also captured, opening a
clear avenue for an attack on Cassino. Based on decades of research, and
hours of interviews with veterans of the 756th Tank Battalion, Jeﬀ Danby's
vivid narrative puts the reader in the turret of B Company's Shermans as
they ride into battle.
Descriptive Catalogue of Books Contained in the Lending Library
Bishopsgate Institute, London 1901
Handbook of Pragmatics Jef Verschueren 2022-08-15 The Manual section
of the Handbook of Pragmatics, produced under the auspices of the
International Pragmatics Association (IPrA), is a collection of articles
describing traditions, methods, and notational systems relevant to the
ﬁeld of linguistic pragmatics; the main body of the Handbook contains all
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topical articles. The ﬁrst edition of the Manual was published in 1995. This
second edition includes a large number of new traditions and methods
articles from the 24 annual installments of the Handbook that have been
published so far. It also includes revised versions of some of the entries in
the ﬁrst edition. In addition, a cumulative index provides cross-references
to related topical entries in the annual installments of the Handbook and
the Handbook of Pragmatics Online (at
https://benjamins.com/online/hop/), which continues to be updated and
expanded. This second edition of the Manual is intended to facilitate
access to the most comprehensive resource available today for any
scholar interested in pragmatics as deﬁned by the International
Pragmatics Association: “the science of language use, in its widest
interdisciplinary sense as a functional (i.e. cognitive, social, and cultural)
perspective on language and communication.”
The English catalogue of books 1864
Foundation Studies for Caring Edward Alan Glasper 2018-01-16 Supported
by a companion skills volume and website, Foundation Studies for Caring
is a comprehensive introductory text for all health professionals, which
maps directly on to the key skills framework. Taking a student-centred
learning and interprofessional approach, it is the most inclusive and
engaging theory text in the market.
Current Aﬀairs 2019 English, January to September 2019 Diamond
Power Learning Team 2019-09-21 Giving this Nine Monthly manual, we all
team members are very happy, as this will be very helpful to every
aspirants in their current aﬀairs norms, as well as for all competitive
exams. This manual virtually is covering most of the current aﬀairs
related events from December 2018 Till Date. We have prepared this
special manual keeping in mind that students need updated current
aﬀairs for several examinations like UPSC, State PSCs, Railways and other
competitive examinations. We have prepared this manual in bullets with
bold facts which eventually would be helpful for the students. This issue
fulﬁlls the need of a manual that will provide to students latest current
aﬀairs of the latest months in concise form. This issue covers Union
Budget 2019-20, Economic Survey 2018-19, ICC World Cup 2019,
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Chandrayaan-2, G20 Conference 2019. India State of Forest report -2017
and Census 2011 in easy format. In addition up Budget 2019-20 is also
included in briefs. In this manual Current aﬀairs related to National,
International, Sports, States, Science and Tech., Environment and ecology
are also given. Apart from this more than thousand MCQs are given in
this. Kindly send us your feedbacks and suggestions in order to make this
magazine more meaningful and helpful. Wishing you all the luck for your
brilliant future and bright success.
Borderland Battles Annette Idler 2019-01-24 The post-cold war era has
seen an unmistakable trend toward the proliferation of violent non-state
groups-variously labeled terrorists, rebels, paramilitaries, gangs, and
criminals-near borders in unstable regions especially. In Borderland
Battles, Annette Idler examines the micro-dynamics among violent nonstate groups and ﬁnds striking patterns: borderland spaces consistently
intensify the security impacts of how these groups compete for territorial
control, cooperate in illicit cross-border activities, and replace the state in
exerting governance functions. Drawing on extensive ﬁeldwork with more
than 600 interviews in and on the shared borderlands of Colombia,
Ecuador, and Venezuela, where conﬂict is ripe and crime thriving, Idler
reveals how dynamic interactions among violent non-state groups
produce a complex security landscape with ramiﬁcations for order and
governance, both locally and beyond. A deep examination of how violent
non-state groups actually operate with and against one another on the
ground, Borderland Battles will be essential reading for anyone involved in
reducing organized crime and armed conﬂict-some of our era's most
pressing and seemingly intractable problems.
The Handbook of White-Collar Crime Melissa L. Rorie 2019-11-12 A
comprehensive and state-of the-art overview from internationallyrecognized experts on white-collar crime covering a broad range of topics
from many perspectives Law enforcement professionals and criminal
justice scholars have debated the most appropriate deﬁnition of “whitecollar crime” ever since Edwin Sutherland ﬁrst coined the phrase in his
speech to the American Sociological Society in 1939. The conceptual
ambiguity surrounding the term has challenged eﬀorts to construct a
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body of science that meaningfully informs policy and theory. The
Handbook of White-Collar Crime is a unique re-framing of traditional
discussions that discusses common topics of white-collar crime—who the
oﬀenders are, who the victims are, how these crimes are punished,
theoretical explanations—while exploring how the choice of one deﬁnition
over another aﬀects research and scholarship on the subject. Providing a
one-volume overview of research on white-collar crime, this book presents
diverse perspectives from an international team of both established and
newer scholars that review theory, policy, and empirical work on a broad
range of topics. Chapters explore the extent and cost of white-collar
crimes, individual- as well as organizational- and macro-level theories of
crime, law enforcement roles in prevention and intervention, crimes in
Africa and South America, the inﬂuence of technology and globalization,
and more. This important resource: Explores diverse implications for
future theory, policy, and research on current and emerging issues in the
ﬁeld Clariﬁes distinct characteristics of speciﬁc types of oﬀences within
the general archetype of white-collar crime Includes chapters written by
researchers from countries commonly underrepresented in the ﬁeld
Examines the real-world impact of ambiguous deﬁnitions of white-collar
crime on prevention, investigation, and punishment Oﬀers critical
examination of how deﬁnitional decisions steer the direction of
criminological scholarship Accessible to readers at the undergraduate
level, yet equally relevant for experienced practitioners, academics, and
researchers, The Handbook of White-Collar Crime is an innovative,
substantial contribution to contemporary scholarship in the ﬁeld.
The Battles That Created England 793-1100 Arthur C Wright 2022-11-30
In popular imagination the warfare of the Early Middle Ages is often
obscure, unstructured, and unimaginative, lost between two military
machines, the 'Romans' and the 'Normans', which saw the country
invaded and partitioned. In point of fact, we have a considerable amount
of information at our ﬁngertips and the picture that should emerge is one
of English ability in the face of sometimes overwhelming pressures on
society, and a resilience that eventually drew the older kingdoms together
in new external responses which united the 'English' in a common sense
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of purpose.This is the story of how the Saxon kingdoms, which had
maintained their independence for generations, were compelled to unite
their forces to resist the external threat of the Viking incursions. The
kingdoms of East Anglia, Mercia, Northumbria, Kent, Essex, Sussex, and
Wessex were gradually welded into one as Wessex grew in strength to
become the dominant Saxon kingdom.From the weak Æthelred to the
strong Alfred, rightly deserving the epithet 'Great', to the strong, but
equally unfortunate, Harold, this era witnessed brutal hand-to-hand
battles in congested melees, which are normally portrayed as
unsophisticated but deadly brawls. In reality, the warriors of the era were
experienced ﬁghters often displaying sophisticated strategies and
deploying complex tactics.Our principal source, replete with reasonably
reliable reportage, are the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles, comprehensive in
collation though subject to oral distortion and mythological excursions.
The narrative of these does not appear to ﬂow continuously, leaving too
much to imagination but, by creating a complementary matrix of
landscapes, topography and communications it is possible to provide
convincing scenery into which we can ﬁt other archaeological and
philological evidence to show how the English nation was formed in the
bloody slaughter of battle.
“The” Athenaeum 1852
Risk Management Handbook for Health Care Organizations, 3
Volume Set American Society for Healthcare Risk Management (ASHRM)
2011-01-06 Continuing its superiority in the health care risk management
ﬁeld, this sixth edition of The Risk Management Handbook for Health Care
Organizations is written by the key practitioners and consultant in the
ﬁeld. It contains more practical chapters and health care examples and
additional material on methods and techniques of risk reduction and
management. It also revises the structure of the previous edition, and
focuses on operational and organizational structure rather than risk areas
and functions. The three volumes are written using a practical and userfriendly approach.
Dictionary Catalogue ... Illinois State Library 1894
The Routledge Handbook of Forensic Linguistics Malcolm Coulthard
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2020-11-24 The Routledge Handbook of Forensic Linguistics oﬀers a
comprehensive survey of the subdiscipline of Forensic Linguistics, with
this new edition providing both updated overviews from leading ﬁgures in
the ﬁeld and exciting new contributions from the next generation of
forensic linguists. The Handbook is a unique work of reference to the
leading ideas, debates, topics, approaches and methodologies in forensic
linguistics and language and the law. It comprises 43 chapters, including
entirely new contributions from many international experts, in the areas
of Aboriginal claimants, appraisal and stance, author identities online,
biased language in capital trials, corpus approaches, false confessions,
forensic phonetics, forensic transcription, the historical courtroom, legal
interpretation, multilingual law, police crisis negotiation, speaker proﬁling,
and trolling. The chapters include a wealth of examples and case studies
so the reader can see forensic linguistics applied and in action. Edited and
authored by the world’s leading academics and practitioners, The
Routledge Handbook of Forensic Linguistics is a vital resource for
advanced students, researchers and scholars, and will also be of interest
to legal, law enforcement and security professionals.
Speedbird Robin Higham 2013-05-30 Between 1939 and 1946 BOAC (the
British Overseas Airways Corporation) was the nationalised airline of Great
Britain - and between 1946 and 1974 as such it exclusively operated all
long-haul British ﬂights. With its iconic 'Speedbird' logo and its central role
in the glamorous 'jet age' of the 1950s and 1960s, BOAC achieved a near
cult-status with admirers around the globe. Yet, to date there has been no
comprehensive history of the organisation, covering its structure, ﬂeet
and the role it played in the critical events of the age - from World War II
to the end of empire, a period when BOAC played a pivotal part in
projecting British political power, even as that power was waning. During
World War II, BOAC operated a limited wartime service and prepared for
the return of commercial ﬂight in the postwar era. But it was in the
service of Britain's colonies - and latterly the process of decolonisation that BOAC achieved its most pivotal role. The development of ﬂight
technology enabled much faster connections between Britain and her
imperial possessions - as the colonies prepared for independence BOAC
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ferried diplomats, politicians and colonial administrators between London
and the far-ﬂung corners of Africa and Asia in much faster times than had
previously been possible. In this book, acclaimed historian Robin Higham
presents a unique comprehensive study of BOAC from the early jet travel
of the de Havilland Comet and the Vickers VC10 to the dawn of supersonic
passenger aviation. Highly illustrated and meticulously researched using
previously unseen sources, this book will be essential reading for all
aviation enthusiasts and anyone interested in the history of modern
Britain.
Catalogue of the Illinois State Library Illinois State Library 1894
ABC of Major Trauma David V. Skinner 2013-01-29 Prehospital care is a
growing area in medicine, and emergency treatments are becoming more
sophisticated as the potential to save lives grow. The fourth edition of this
ABC has been thoroughly updated and includes new chapters on nuclear
and biological emergencies. Each chapter gives concise and clear
guidance and is accompanied by excellent photographs and diagrams.
Edited and written by leading UK trauma authorities, this is a truly
comprehensive and practical book for everyday use by emergency
medicine staﬀ, nurses, hospital doctors, paramedics, and ambulance
services. This title is also available as a mobile App from MedHand Mobile
Libraries. Buy it now from iTunes, Google Play or the MedHand Store.
Tribals, Battles & Darings Alexander Clarke 2020-10-30 The ships that
dominate so much of the history of the Royal Navy in the Second World
War are more often than not the carriers or battleships – Ark Royal,
Warspite, Hood – and rarely do ships smaller than cruisers move centre
stage. Apart that is from one class, the Tribal class destroyers, heroes of
the Altmark incident, of the battle of Narvik, and countless actions across
all theatres of operation. Yet there has been surprisingly little written
about these critical ships, still less about their wartime successors, the
Battle class, or their postwar incarnations, the Daring class. This book
seeks to rectify this by describing the three classes, each designed under
diﬀerent circumstances along destroyer lines but to general-purpose light
cruiser form, from the interwar period through to the 1950s, and the
author explains the procurement process for each class in the context of
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the needs and technology of the times. Taken together these classes
represent the genesis of the modern general-purpose destroyer, breaking
from the torpedo boat destroyer form into a self-reliant, multi-purpose
combatant capable of stepping up to the cruiser’s traditional peacetime
patrol missions whilst also fulﬁlling the picket and ﬁghting duties of the
wartime light cruiser or heavy destroyer. This is the ﬁrst work to analyse
these three classes side by side, to examine their conception, their
creation and their operational stories, many heroic, and provide an insight
into ship design, operation and culture; and in doing so the book aims to
contribute a better understanding of one of the most signiﬁcant periods in
the Royal Navy’s history. In its clear description of the genesis of the
modern destroyer, this book will give the reader a clearer picture of its
future as well. Historians, professionals and enthusiasts will all enjoy this
wide-ranging and detailed study.
Historical Dictionary of Shamanism Graham Harvey 2015-12-15 A
remarkable array of people have been called shamans, while the
phenomena identiﬁed as shamanism continues to proliferate. This second
edition of the Historical Dictionary of Shamanism contains with examples
from antiquity up to today, and from Siberia (where the term “shaman”
originated) to Amazonia, South Africa, Chicago and many other places.
Many claims about shamans and shamanism are contentious and all are
worthy of discussion. In the most widespread understandings, terms seem
to refer particularly to people who alter states of consciousness or enter
trances in order to seek knowledge and help from powerful other-thanhuman persons, perhaps “spirits”. But this says only a little about the
artists, community leaders, spiritual healers or hucksters, travelers in
alternative realities and so on to which the label “shaman” has been
applied. This second edition contains a chronology, an introduction, and
extensive bibliography. The dictionary contains over 500 cross-referenced
dictionary entries on individuals, groups, practices and cultures that have
been called “shamanic”. This book is an excellent access point for
students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about
Shamanism.
A Classiﬁed Catalogue of ... Educational Works in Use in the United
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Kingdom and Its Dependencies in 1876 ... 1876
Echoes of Thunder Matt Spruill 2006 "Detailed topographical maps show
the battleﬁeld areas as they were in 1862 and are marked with unit
locations and movements. Modern-day road maps and instructions allow
the reader to follow the same routes - from battleﬁeld to battleﬁeld - used
by the armies. Operational and planning maps show overall situations and
maneuver plans."--BOOK JACKET.
Military Medicine in Iraq and Afghanistan Ian Greaves 2018-10-03 Many, if
not most, of the recent improvements in trauma care in civilian practice
have developed from military experience. The British Defence Medical
Services have been recognised as providers of exemplary health care.
Although there will is an emphasis on trauma, this book also captures
lessons from internal medicine and infectious disease, ethics (for example
dealing with detainees – a particularly controversial subject), human
factors, mental health issues and rehabilitation.Military Medicine provides
the evidence and context for these innovations, and its unique and
important account will be of interest to both military and civilian
practitioners alike.
Battles of the Red River War J. Brett Cruse 2017-08-03 Battles of the
Red River War unearths a long-buried record of the collision of two
cultures. In 1874, U.S. forces led by Col. Ranald S. Mackenzie carried out a
surprise attack on several Cheyenne, Comanche, and Kiowa bands that
had taken refuge in the Palo Duro Canyon of the Texas panhandle and
destroyed their winter stores and horses. After this devastating loss,
many of these Indians returned to their reservations and eﬀectively
brought to a close what has come to be known as the Red River War, a
campaign carried out by the U.S. Army during 1874 as a result of Indian
attacks on white settlers in the region. After this operation, the Southern
Plains Indians would never again pose a coherent threat to whites’
expansion and settlement across their ancestral homelands. Until now,
the few historians who have undertaken to tell the story of the Red River
War have had to rely on the oﬃcial records of the battles and a handful of
extant accounts, letters, and journals of the U.S. Army participants.
Starting in 1998, J. Brett Cruse, under the auspices of the Texas Historical
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Commission, conducted archeological investigations at six battle sites. In
the artifacts they unearthed, Cruse and his teams found clues that would
both correct and complete the written records and aid understanding of
the Indian perspectives on this clash of cultures. Including a chapter on
historiography and archival research by Martha Doty Freeman and an
analysis of cartridges and bullets by Douglas D. Scott, this rigorously
researched and lavishly illustrated work will commend itself to
archeologists, military historians and scientists, and students and scholars
of the Westward Expansion.
Castles, Battles, and Bombs Jurgen Brauer 2008-11-15 Castles, Battles,
and Bombs reconsiders key episodes of military history from the point of
view of economics—with dramatically insightful results. For example,
when looked at as a question of sheer cost, the building of castles in the
High Middle Ages seems almost inevitable: though stunningly expensive,
a strong castle was far cheaper to maintain than a standing army. The
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authors also reexamine the strategic bombing of Germany in World War II
and provide new insights into France’s decision to develop nuclear
weapons. Drawing on these examples and more, Brauer and Van Tuyll
suggest lessons for today’s military, from counterterrorist strategy and
military manpower planning to the use of private military companies in
Afghanistan and Iraq. "In bringing economics into assessments of military
history, [the authors] also bring illumination. . . . [The authors] turn their
interdisciplinary lens on the mercenary arrangements of Renaissance
Italy; the wars of Marlborough, Frederick the Great, and Napoleon; Grant's
campaigns in the Civil War; and the strategic bombings of World War II.
The results are invariably stimulating."—Martin Walker, Wilson Quarterly
"This study is serious, creative, important. As an economist I am happy to
see economics so professionally applied to illuminate major decisions in
the history of warfare."—Thomas C. Schelling, Winner of the 2005 Nobel
Prize in Economics
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